












The 13th Seminar on Algebra, Logic and Geometry in Informatics (ALGI)
took place at Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University
in December 2002. ALGI started on 1995 as aseries of seminars on applica-
tions of algebra, logic and geometry to informatics, and also applications of
informatics to these areas of mathematics.
The meeting consisted of talks by 20 speakers, including invited tutorial
talks by Satoko Itaya, Makoto Kikuchi, Misao Nagayama, Hitoshi Ohsaki,
Atsushi Shimojima and Alex Simpson. Some talks were given at the joint
sessions with the Computability on the Continuum Seminar (CC-Seminar)
organized by Mariko Yasugi.
This volume contains 19 articles based on or related to the talks presented
at the meeting. The organizers are grateful to the $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}/\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ as
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5. Stuctural $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\dot{\mathrm{h}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ and ffie A-Calculus —————————————30
Rene’Vestergaard
6. Nominal Sets, Equivariance Reasoning, and Variable $\mathrm{E}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}-\infty----------------- 46$
Cambridge Univ. Murdoch Jamie Gabbay
7. Equational Tree Automata: Towmds Automated Verification of Network Protocols —48
(Hitoshi Ohsaki)
11 $\sigma \mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}$Takai)
8. Towards aConvenient Category of Topological $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\dot{\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{s}$ 53
Univ. of Edinburgh Alex Simpson
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12. Demonic orders and quasi-fatality in Dedekind categories——————— 102
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14. Astudy on an immune network dynamical system model
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{R}$ . (Satoko Itaya)
122




17. Exponential Free Typed $\mathrm{E}6\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}$ Theorem—————————————-\sim ------ 149
(Satoshi Matsuoka)
18. Embedding into Wreath Product and ffie Yoneda Lemma———–mm—————– 150
(R 1 Hasegawa)
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(Masaru Shirahata)
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